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Murska High-performance serie 
W-Max 40  •  Murska 4000



 Murska 4000

Murska 4000 is a new professional product for large farms and contracting. Capacity is up 
to 100 tn/h with maize and up to 80 tn/h with high moisture grains. The machine uses the same 
reliable and high-performance technology as the other Murska roller mills in the product range. 

Crimped grain flow from crimping units and a discharge conveyor has been build by the robust belt 
conveyor.

Modular chassis enables adding even one more crimping unit giving 50% more capacity. 

Murska W-Max 40  is a high-performance professional product, designed to the last detail. 
Capacity is up to 100 tn/h with maize and up to 80 tn/h with high moisture grains. 
The machine uses the same reliable W-Max technology than Murska W-Max 20. 
The mill can be equipped with a tube bagging unit or a belt conveyor.

 Murska W-Max 40

Please see the technical specifications on the last page

Murska W-Max is a power mill, designed to meet the 
user’s every need. W-Max will achieve very high perfor-
mance at low energy need. The new grinding crimping 
technology gives perfect results.

The W-roller can be used on all feed grains, whether dry 
or harvest-moist: oats, barley, wheat, maize, peas, beans
and mixed grains.

Murska W-Max is comfortably quiet and really fun to use. 
It is easy to adjust the crimping level, but this is seldom 
necessary. The service points are easily accessible.
The advanced control system (optional accessory) allows 
the user to stop thinking about the preservative dosage 
and the crimped tons of grain. 
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Technical
specifications WMax C40 Murska 4000
Capacity max 100 t/h* 100 t/h* 

Power requirement Min. 240 kW Min. 200 kW

Hopper volyme / auxiliary tank 4000 / 2300 l 3300 / 5600 l

Elevator unloading height 4100 mm 3700 mm

Lenght 7370 mm B 7400 - 11500 mm BC

Widht 2535 mm B 2500 mm BC

Weight 6200 kg B 8500 kg BC

Loading height bagger 3120 mm 3119 mm

CRIMPING UNIT

Discs / rollers 78 pc. 8 pc. 1000 mm

Guard magnets x x

Protection against impurities x x

OPTIONS

Elevator extension - -

Electromotor drive - -

Additive Dispenser - -

Automatic lubrication system x x

W-Data x -

Preservative dispenser x x

Discharge conveyor options B/E/BC/FA BC

Transport alternatives Max Modular

Air brakes x x

Bagger = B      Elevator = E      Belt conbeyor = BC      Foldable auger = FA

M = Multipurpose Chassis   Max = Max bogie trailer   S = Standard transport chassis   NK = 3-point lin-
kage   K = Transport Chassis    *Capacity can be lower when crimping horse bean / pea grain mixtures   
** 3-point linkage    *** Max-bogie trailer       The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes.


